Activities/Events organized in the academic year 2019-20:

1. Tourism Showcase: The North East Cell successfully organized an event “TOURISM
SHOWCASE” under the theme, “Unexplored Slice of Paradise” as a part of the
celebration of World Tourism Day on 27th September, 2019 in collaboration with
Globetrotters, the Travel and Tourism Society of the college. During the event,
members of the North-East Cell gave a visual presentation on their native states
covering the beauty and diverse culture, communities, festivals, existing and potential
tourist spots, delicious and nutritious food items, etc. All the members had shown their
colourful tradition attires on the stage as a symbol of “unity in diversity” of the “Eight
Sisters”.
2. National Seminar: The faculty members and students of North East Cell attended a
national seminar held at Maharaja Agarsen College, University of Delhi on the topic
“Migration of Youth from North-East to Urban Metros” on 22nd and 23rd August
2019.
3. Painting competition: The North East Cell organized a painting competition on the
theme "Glimpses of North-East" on 27th February, 2020. Around 13 students
participated in the competition to showcase their skills and creative imagination about
the “Eight Sisters”. The winners were awarded Certificates along with cash prize.
4. Logo making competition: The North East Cell organized a logo making competition for
the North East Cell on 27th February, 2020. Around 7 students participated in the
competition to showcase their skills and creative imagination about the “Eight Sisters”.
The best logo was selected and is used as a logo for the North-East Cell. The winners
were awarded Certificates along with cash prize.
5. Food Stall: The North-East Cell set up a food stall on 3rd march, 2020 during the college
annual festival, Karvaan’ 2020 in collaboration with friends of our faculty member in the
Northeast Cell ,Ginminlen Touthang, who are from Manipur and Nagaland in order to
promote the Northeastern delicacies. They showcased homemade delicious and
nutritious food items of North-East states such as Veg momo,singju,bora,snow
cookies,channa,etc.

